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Overview

• Issues in regression models
• Methods for variable selection
• Functional form for continuous variables
• Multivariable fractional polynomials (MFP)
• Interaction

– with treatment
– two continuous variables

• Summary
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Observational Studies
Several variables, mix of continuous and (ordered) categorical 

variables

Different situations:
– prediction
– explanation

Explanation is the main interest here:
• Identify variables with (strong) influence on the outcome
• Determine functional form (roughly) for continuous variables

The issues are very similar in different types of regression
models (linear regression model, GLM, survival models ...)

Use subject-matter knowledge for modelling ...
... but for some variables, data-driven choice inevitable
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X=(X1, ...,Xp)  covariate, prognostic factors
g(x) = ß1 X1 + ß2 X2 +...+ ßp Xp (assuming effects are linear)

normal errors (linear) regression model

Y normally distributed
E (Y|X) = ß0 + g(X)
Var (Y|X) = σ2I

logistic regression model

Y binary

Logit P (Y|X) = ln

survival times
T survival time (partly censored)
Incorporation of covariates

Regression models

+=
=
=

0β)X0P(Y
)X1P(Y

g(X)

(t)expλ)Xλ(t 0= (g(X))
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Central issue

To select or not to select (full model)?

Which variables to include? 
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Which variables should be included?
Effect of underfitting and overfitting

Illustration by simple example in linear regression models (mean of 3 runs)

3 predictors  r1,2 = 0.5, r1,3 = 0, r2,3 = 0.7, N = 400, σ2 = 1
Correct model M1 y = 1 . x1 + 2 . x2 + ε

--0.03   (0.091)-

-1.04    (0.073)1.050    (0.059)

0.770.8750.875R2

1.901.0601.060

2.53    (0.068)1.98    (0.105)1.950    (0.060)

M3 (underfitting)M2 (overfitting)M1   (true)

1β̂
2β̂

3β̂
2σ̂

M2 overfitting y = ß1x1 + ß2x2 + ß3x3 + ε
Standard errors larger (variance inflation)

M3 underfitting y = ß2x2 + ε
‚biased‘, different interpretation, R2 smaller, stand. error (VIF↓,     ↑)?

2σ̂β̂
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Continuous variables – The problem (1)
• Often have continuous risk factors in 

epidemiology and clinical studies – how to 
model them?

• Linear model may describe a dose-response 
relationship badly
– ‘Linear’ = straight line = β0 + β1 X + … throughout 

talk
• Using cut-points has several problems
• Splines recommended by some – but also 

have problems
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Continuous variables – The problem (2)

“Quantifying epidemiologic risk factors using non-
parametric regression: model selection remains 
the greatest challenge”
Rosenberg PS et al, Statistics in Medicine 2003; 22:3369-3381

Discussion of issues in (univariate) modelling with 
splines

Trivial nowadays to fit almost any model
To choose a good model is much harder
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Rosenberg et al, StatMed 2003 (brief comments later)

Alcohol consumption as risk factor for oral cancer
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Issues in building regression models 
Aim: identify influential variables and determine the functional form 

No interactionsInteraction between covariates

Full information from the covariate is 
used

Functional form of continuous 
covariates

Only sequential and all-subsets 
selection strategies are consideredVariable selection procedure

No missing dataCompleteness of data

Correlations are not 'very' strong (e.g. 
correlation coefficient below 0.7)

Correlation structure

At least 10 observations per variableSample Size

about 5 to 30Number of variables
No knowledgeSubject matter knowledge
AssumptionIssue
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Building multivariable regression models

Before dealing with the functional form, the
‚easier‘ problem of model selection:

variable selection assuming that the effect
of each continuous variable is linear
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Multivariable models - methods for variable 
selectionFull model

– variance inflation in the case of multicollinearity

Stepwise procedures ⇒ prespecified (αin, αout) and 
actual significance level?

• forward selection (FS)
• stepwise selection (StS)
• backward elimination (BE)

All subset selection ⇒ which criteria?
• Cp Mallows =       (SSE /     )  - n + p 2 

• AIC Akaike Information Criterion = n ln (SSE / n)        + p 2
• BIC Bayes Information Criterion = n ln (SSE / n)         + p ln(n)

fit                   penalty

Bayes variable selection

MORE OR LESS COMPLEX MODELS?

2σ̂
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Stepwise procedures
• Central Issue: significance level

Criticism
• FS start with ‚bad‘ univariate models (underfitting)
• BE starts with the full model (overfitting), 

less critical
• Stepwise allows re-inclusion and re-exclusion
• Multiple testing, P-values incorrect
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Type I error of selection procedures
Actual significance level

(linear regression model, uncorrelated variables)
For all-subset methods in good agreement with asymptotic

results for one additional variable (Teräsvirta & Mellin, 
1986)

- for moderate sample size only slightly higher than
Stepwise ~ αin

All-AIC ~ 15.7 %

All-BIC ~ P (      > ln (n))
0.032 N = 100
0.014 N = 400

With stepwise the level can be chosen depending on the
modelling needs

2
1χ
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Mantel (1970)
'... advantageous properties of the stepdown regression procedure (BE) ...‚ in 

comparison to StS

Draper & Smith (1981)
'... own preference is the stepwise procedure. To perform all regressions is not

sensible, except when there are few predictors'

Weisberg (1985)
'Stepwise methods must be used with caution. The model selected in a 
stepwise fashion need not optimize any reasonable criteria for choosing a 
model. Stepwise may seriously overstate significance results'  

Wetherill (1986)
`Preference should be given to the backward strategy for problems with a 

moderate number of variables‚ in comparison to StS

Sen & Srivastava (1990)
'We prefer all subset procedures. It is generally accepted that the stepwise

procedure (StS) is vastly superior to the other stepwise procedures'.

"Recommendations" from the literature
(up to 1990, after more than 20 years of use and research)
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Harrell 2001, Regression Modeling Strategies
Stepwise variable selection ... violates every principle of statistical 
estimation and hypothesis testing. 

... no currently available stopping rule was developed for data-driven 
variable selection. Stopping rules as AIC or Mallows´ Cp are intended 
for comparing only two prespecified models.

Full model fits have the advantage of providing meaningful confidence 
intervals

... Bayes … several advantages ...

LASSO-Variable selection and shrinkage

… AND WHAT TO DO?

Recent "Recommendations" 

"Recommendations" from the past are mainly based on personal 
preferences, hardly any convincing scientific argument
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Variable selection
All procedures have problems!
⇒ Full model? No!

Illustration of problems
Too often with small studies
(sample size versus no. variables)

Arguments for the full model
Often by using published data
Heavy pre-selection!

What is the full model?
(Extend, see Geneva paper)
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Backward elimination
is a sensible approach

- Significance level can be chosen
- Reduces overfitting

Of course required
• Checks
• Sensitivity analysis
• Stability analysis
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-Biased estimation of individual regression parameter
-Overoptimism of a score
-Under- and Overfitting
-Replication stability

Severity of problems influenced by complexity of models 
selected

Specific aim influences complexity

Problems caused by variable selection
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Traditional approaches
a) Linear function

- may be inadequate functional form
- misspecification of functional form may lead to 
wrong conclusions

b) ‘best‘ ‘standard‘ transformation

c) Step function (categorial data)
- Loss of information
- How many cutpoints?
- Which cutpoints?
- Bias introduced by outcome-dependent choice

Continuous variables – what functional
form?
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} 

relative risk 

μ 

( )θ β= exp

quantitative factor X
e.g. S-phase fraction 

Step function - the cutpoint problem

In the Cox model

μ.below  and above X  withpatients of
 comparison the for cutpoint estimated :μ

μ)X(tλ β expμ)Xtλ(
ˆ

≤=>
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Cut- 
point 

Reference Method Cut- 
point 

Reference Method 

2.6 Dressler et al 1988 median 8.0 Kute et al 1990 median 

3.0 Fisher et al 1991 median 9.0 Witzig et al 1993 median 

4.0 Hatschek et al 1990 1) 10.0 O'Reilly et al 1990a 'optimal' 

5.0 Arnerlöv et al 1990 not given 10.3 Dressler et al 1988 median 

6.0 Hatschek et al 1989 median 12.0 Sigurdsson et al 1990 'optimal' 

6.7 Clark et al 1989 'optimal' 12.3 Witzig et al 1993 2) 

7.0 Baak et al 1991 not given 12.5 Muss et al 1989 median 

7.1 O'Reilly et al 1990b median 14.0 Joensuu et al 1990 'optimal' 

7.3 Ewers et al 1992 median 15.0 Joensuu et al 1991 'optimal' 

7.5 Sigurdsson et al 1990 median    
 

´New factors´ - Start with
• univariate analysis
• cutpoint for division into two groups
SPF-cutpoints used in the literature (Altman et al., 1994)

1) Three Groups with approx. Equal size 2) Upper third of SPF-distribution
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Problem
multiple testing => inflated type I error

Searching for optimal cutpoint
minimal p-value approach

SPF in Freiburg DNA study
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Inflation of type I errors
(wrongly declaring a variable as important)
Cutpoint selection in inner interval (here 10% - 90%) of 
distribution of factor

%
 s

ig
ni

fic
an

t

Sample sizeSimulation study
• Type I error about 40% istead of 5%
• Increased type I error does not disappear with increased
sample size (in contrast to type II error)

Searching for optimal cutpoint
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Freiburg DNA study
Study and 5 subpopulations (defined by nodal and 
ploidy status
Optimal cutpoints with P-value

  Pop 1  Pop 2  Pop 3  Pop 4   Pop 5   Pop 6 

 All  Diploid  N0  N+   N+, Dipl.    N+, Aneupl 

 n = 207  n = 119  n = 98  n = 109   n = 59   n = 50 

 optimal cutpoint  5.4  5.4  9.0 - 9.1  10.7 - 10.9  3.7  10.7 - 11.2 

 P-value  0.037  0.051  0.084  0.007  0.068  0.003 

corrected p-value  0.406  >0.5  >0.5  0.123  >0.5  0.063 

relative risk  1.58  1.87  0.28  2.37  1.94  3.30 
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StatMed 2006, 25:127-141
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Continuous variables – newer approaches

• ‘Non-parametric’ (local-influence) models
– Locally weighted (kernel) fits (e.g. lowess)
– Regression splines
– Smoothing splines

• Parametric (non-local influence) models
– Polynomials
– Non-linear curves
– Fractional polynomials

• Intermediate between polynomials and non-linear curves
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Fractional polynomial models

• Describe for one covariate, X
– multiple regression later

• Fractional polynomial of degree m for X with powers p1, 
… , pm is given by

FPm(X) = β1 X p1 + … + βm X pm

• Powers p1,…, pm are taken from a special set
{−2, − 1, − 0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 3}

• Usually m = 1 or m = 2 is sufficient for a good fit
• 8 FP1, 36 FP2 models
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(-2, 1) (-2, 2)

(-2, -2) (-2, -1)

Examples of FP2 curves
- varying powers
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Examples of FP2 curves
- single power, different coefficients

(-2, 2)
Y

x
10 20 30 40 50

-4

-2

0

2

4
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Our philosophy of function selection
• Prefer simple (linear) model
• Use more complex (non-linear) FP1 or FP2 

model if indicated by the data
• Contrasts to more local regression modelling

– Already starts with a complex model
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299 events for recurrence-free survival time (RFS) in 
686 patients with complete data

7 prognostic factors, of which 5 are continuous

GBSG-study in node-positive breast cancer
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FP analysis for the effect of age
 

Degree 1 Degree 2 
Power Model Powers Model Powers Model Powers Model 

 chi-
square 

  chi-
square 

  chi-
square 

  chi-
square 

-2 6.41 -2 -2  17.09 -1 1  15.56 0 2  11.45 
-1 3.39 -2 -1  17.57 -1 2  13.99 0 3  9.61 

-0.5 2.32 -2 -0.5  17.61 -1 3  12.37 0.5 0.5  13.37 
0 1.53 -2 0  17.52 -0.5 -0.5  16.82 0.5 1  12.29 

0.5 0.97 -2 0.5  17.30 -0.5 0  16.18 0.5 2  10.19 
1 0.58 -2 1  16.97 -0.5 0.5  15.41 0.5 3  8.32 
2 0.17 -2 2  16.04 -0.5 1  14.55 1 1  11.14 
3 0.03 -2 3  14.91 -0.5 2  12.74 1 2  8.99 
  -1 -1  17.58 -0.5 3  10.98 1 3  7.15 
  -1 -0.5  17.30 0 0  15.36 2 2  6.87 
  -1 0  16.85 0 0.5  14.43 2 3  5.17 
  -1 0.5  16.25 0 1  13.44 3 3  3.67 

 
7 
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χ2 df p-value

Any effect? 
Best FP2 versus null 17.61 4 0.0015

Linear function suitable?
Best FP2 versus linear 17.03 3 0.0007

FP1 sufficient?
Best FP2 vs. best FP1 11.20 2 0.0037

Effect of age at 5% level?
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Many predictors – MFP
With many continuous predictors selection of best 
FP for each becomes more difficult → MFP 
algorithm as a standardized way to variable and 
function selection 

(usually binary and categorical variables are also 
available)

MFP algorithm combines
backward elimination with
FP function selection procedures
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P-value 0.9                           0.2                           0.001

Continuous factors
Different results with different analyses
Age as prognostic factor in breast cancer (adjusted)
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Results similar?
Nodes as prognostic factor in breast cancer (adjusted)

P-value 0.001 0.001 0.001
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Multivariable FP

( )f X X X X Xa1
2

1
0 5

4 5 6
0 5012− − −

⎛
⎝
⎜

⎞
⎠
⎟, ; ; exp . ;. .

Model choosen out of
more than a million possible models,
one model selected

Model - Sensible?
- Interpretable?
- Stable?

Bootstrap stability analysis (see R & S 2003)

Final Model in breast cancer

age     grade         nodes progesterone
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Example dataset

• Whitehall 1
– 17,370 male Civil Servants aged 40-64 years,              

1670 (9.7%) died

– Measurements include: age, cigarette smoking, BP, 
cholesterol, height, weight, job grade

– Outcomes of interest: all-cause mortality at 10 years ⇒
logistic regression
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Fractional polynomials  
First degree      Second degree        
Power 
p 

Deviance 
Difference

Powers 
p        q  

Deviance 
Difference

Powers 
p       q 

Deviance 
Difference

Powers 
p        q 

Deviance 
difference

-2 -74.19 -2      -2 26.22* -1       1 12.97 0         2 7.05 
-1 -43.15 -2      -1 24.43 -1       2 7.80 0         3 3.74 
-0.5 -29.40 -2     -0.5 22.80 -1       3 2.53 0.5    0.5 10.94 
0 -17.37 -2      0 20.72 -0.5  -0.5 17.97 0.5      1 9.51 
0.5 -7.45 -2      0.5 18.23 -0.5     0 16.00 0.5      2 6.80 
1 0.00 -2       1 15.38 -0.5    0.5 13.93 0.5      3 4.41 
2 6.43* -2       2 8.85 -0.5     1 11.77 1         1 8.46 
3 0.98 -2       3 1.63 -0.5     2 7.39 1         2 6.61 
  -1      -1 21.62 -0.5     3 3.10 1         3 5.11 
  -1    -0.5 19.78 0          0 14.24 2         2 6.44 
  -1       0 17.69 0        0.5 12.43 2         3 6.45 
  -1     0.5 15.41 0         1 10.61 3         3 7.59 
 

Whitehall I
Systolic blood pressure
Deviance difference in comparison to a straight line 

* best FP1 and FP2 models
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Similar fit of several functions
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Presentation of models for continuous 
covariates

• The function + 95% CI gives the whole story
• Functions for important covariates should always be 

plotted
• In epidemiology, sometimes useful to give a more 

conventional table of results in categories
• This can be done from the fitted function
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Whitehall I
Systolic blood pressure 
Odds ratio from final FP(2) model   
LogOR= 2.92 – 5.43X-2 –14.30* X –2 log X
Presented in categories
 
Systolic blood pressure (mm 
Hg) 
Range                      ref. point 

Number of men 
at risk            dying 

OR (model-based) 
Estimate        95%CI 

≤ 90                         88     27                   3 2.47            1.75, 3.49 
91-100                     95   283                 22 1.42            1.21, 1.67 
101-110                   105 1079                 84 1.00                   -  
111-120                   115 2668               164 0.94            0.86, 1.03 
121-130                   125 3456               289 1.04            0.91, 1.19 
131-140                   135 4197               470 1.25            1.07, 1.46 
141-160                   150 2775               344 1.77            1.50, 2.08 
161-180                   170 1437               252 2.87            2.42, 3.41 
181-200                   190   438               108 4.54            3.78, 5.46 
201-240                   220   154                 41 8.24           6.60, 10.28
241-280                   250       5                   4 15.42       11.64, 20.43
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Whitehall 1
MFP analysis

Covariate FP etc. 
Age Linear 
Cigarettes 0.5 
Systolic BP -1, -0.5 
Total cholesterol Linear 
Height Linear 
Weight -2, 3 
Job grade In 
 
 

No variables were eliminated by the MFP algorithm

Assuming a linear function weight is eliminated by 
backward elimination
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Detecting predictive factors (interaction with treatment)

• Don’t investigate effects in separate subgroups!
• Investigation of treatment/covariate interaction requires 

statistical tests
• Care is needed to avoid over-interpretation
• Distinguish two cases:

- Hypothesis generation: searching several interactions
- Specific predefined hypothesis

• For current bad practise - see Assmann et al (Lancet 
2000)

Interactions
Motivation – I
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Continuous by continuous interactions

• usually linear by linear product term

• not sensible if main effect (prognostic effect) is non-
linear

• mismodelling the main effect may introduce spurious
interactions

Motivation - II
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Detecting predictive factors
(treatment – covariate interaction)

• Most popular approach
- Treatment effect in separate subgroups
- Has several problems (Assman et al 2000)

• Test of treatment/covariate interaction required
- For `binary`covariate standard test for interaction

available
• Continuous covariate

- Often categorized into two groups
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Categorizing a continuous covariate

• How many cutpoints?
• Position of the cutpoint(s)
• Loss of information ⇒ loss of power
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Standard approach

• Based on binary predictor
• Need cut-point for continuous predictor
• Illustration - problem with cut-point approach
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New approaches for continuous covariates

• STEPP
Subpopulation treatment effect pattern plots
Bonetti & Gelber 2000

• MFPI
Multivariable fractional polynomial
interaction approach
Royston & Sauerbrei 2004
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STEPP

Sequences of overlapping subpopulations

Sliding window Tail oriented

C
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STEPP
Estimates in subpopulations

• No interaction ⇒
treatment effects ‚similar‘ in all subpopulations

• Plot effects in subpopulations
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STEPP

Overlapping populations, therefore correlation
between treatment effects in subpopulations

Simultaneous confidence band and tests
proposed
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MFPI
• Have one continuous factor X of interest 
• Use other prognostic factors to build an adjustment 

model, e.g. by MFP
• MFP – combine backward elimination with search for 

best FP function
• Find best FP2 transformation of X with same powers in 

each treatment group
• LRT of equality of reg coefficients
• Test against main effects model(no interaction) based 

on χ2 with 2df
• Distinguish 

predefined hypothesis - hypothesis searching
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At risk 1: 175 55 22 11 3 2 1

At risk 2: 172 73 36 20 8 5 1
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(1) MPA
(2) Interferon

RCT: Metastatic renal carcinoma
Comparison of MPA with interferon N = 347, 322 Death
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• Is the treatment effect similar in all patients?
Sensible questions?
- Yes, from our point of view

• Ten factors available for the investigation of 
treatment – covariate interactions

Overall: Interferon is better (p<0.01)
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Only a result of complex (mis-)modelling?

MFPI
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Group IV

Treatment effect in subgroups defined by WCC

HR (Interferon to MPA; adjusted values similar) overall: 0.75 (0.60 – 0.93)
I    : 0.53 (0.34 – 0.83)      II  : 0.69 (0.44 – 1.07)
III : 0.89 (0.57 – 1.37)      IV : 1.32 (0.85 –2.05)

Does the MFPI model agree with the data?
Check proposed trend
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STEPP as check of MFPI
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STEPP – tail-oriented, g = 6
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MFPI – Type I error
Random permutation of a continuous covariate
(haemoglobin)

→ no interaction
Distribution of P-value from test of interaction

1000 runs, Type I error: 0.054
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Continuous by continuous interactions
MFPIgen

• Have Z1 , Z2 continuous and X confounders

• Apply MFP to X, Z1 and Z2, forcing Z1 and Z2 into the model. FP 
functions f1(Z1) and f2(Z2) will be selected for Z1 and Z2

• Add term f1(Z1)* f2(Z2) to the model chosen and use LRT for test 
of interaction

• Often f1(Z1) and/or f2(Z2) are linear

• Check all pairs of continuous variables for an interaction

• Check (graphically) interactions for artefacts

• Use forward stepwise if more than one interaction remains
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Interactions
Whitehall 1

Consider only age and weight

Main effects:
age – linear
weight – FP2 (-1,3)

Interaction?

Include age*weight-1 + age*weight3 

into the model

LRT: χ2 = 5.27 (2df, p = 0.07)

⇒ no (strong) interaction
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Erroneously assume that the effect of weight is linear

Interaction?

Include age*weight into the model

LRT: χ2 = 8.74 (1df, p = 0.003)

⇒ hightly significant interaction
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Model check:
categorize age in 4 equal sized groups

Compute running line smooth of the binary outcome
on weight in each group
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Whitehall 1: check of age x weight interaction
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Running line smooth are about
parallel across age groups ⇒
no (strong) interactions

smoothed probabilities are about equally spaced ⇒
effect of age is linear
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Erroneously assume that the effect of
weight is linear

Estimated slopes of weight in age-groups indicates
strong qualitative interaction between age und weight
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Software sources MFP

• Most comprehensive implementation is in Stata
– Command mfp is part of Stata 8

• Versions for SAS and R are now available
– SAS

www.imbi.uni-freiburg.de/biom/mfp

– R version available on CRAN archive
• mfp package
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Concluding comments –model building
• Transformations often improve model fit and investigation    

should be STANDARD practise
• Transformations  - what is the full model?

Selection of variables required
• Interpretability of models –

Selection of variables required
• Backward elimination preferred approach

– Significance level important
– Sufficient sample size required

• Differentiate between
– one factor of main interest, which confounding factors?

(too many only minor problem, categorisation may be sufficient)
– several factors of interest

AIM: PREDICTION OR EXPLANATION?
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Concluding comments –model building
(contin.)

• Multivariate model building
- Important aspects before fitting starts
- Transformations
- Elimination of variables
- Stability of model
- Bias of parameter estimate

For the future we assume increased attention to
• Combination of selection with shrinkage
• Concept of model uncertainty (model averaging) for

prediction
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Concluding comments – FPs
• FPs use full information - in contrast to a priori categorisation
• FPs search within flexible class of functions (FP1 and FP(2)-44 

models)
• MFP is a well-defined multivariate model-building strategy                  

– combines search for transformations with BE
• Important that model reflects medical knowledge, 

e.g. monotonic / asymptotic functional forms 
• Bootstrap and shrinkage are useful ways to investigate model 

stability and bias in parameter estimates- particularly with 
flexible FPs and consequent danger of overfitting

• Preliminary transformation to reduce ‘end-effects’ problem
• MFP extensions 
• Need to compare FP approach with splines and other methods

but 
• ‘standard‘ spline approach?
• reflect medical knowledge?
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MFP extensions

• MFPI – treatment/covariate interactions
• MFPIgen – interaction between two continuous 

variables
• MFPT – time-varying effects in survival data
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Towards recommendations for model-building by selection of 
variables and functional forms for continuous predictors under 

several assumptions

A predictor should be 'as parsimonious as possible'Complexity of a predictor

The bootstrap is a suitable approach to check for 
model stability

Check of model stability 

Important assumptions should be checked by a 
sensitivity analysis. Highly context dependent

Sensitivity analysis

Linear function as the 'default', check improvement 
in model fit by fractional polynomials. Check 
derived function for undetected local features

Functional form for continuous 
covariates

Check at least univariately for outliers and 
influential points in continuous variables. A 
preliminary transformation may improve the model 
selected. For a proposal see R & S 2007

Extreme values or influential points

Backward elimination; significance level as key 
tuning parameter, choice depends on the aim of 
the study

Variable selection procedure

RecommendationIssue
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Summary
Getting the big picture right is more important

than optimising aspects and ignoring others

• strong predictors

• strong non-linearity

• strong interactions
• strong non-PH in survival model
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Alternative approach: Splines
– some issues (1)

Two basic options (and corresponding problems):
1. Without penalization (e.g. regression splines)

• Only few knots and therefore selection of their number and location is
critical and very difficult to perform automatically

• Generalization to several covariates very difficult if not impossible

2. Roughness penalty approach (e.g. smoothing splines, 
penalized B-splines) with one smoothing parameter
per variable

• For a large number of covariates searching for smoothing parameters
is a high-dimensional optimization problem

• Special software/routines needed (e.g. problematic for survival data)
• Standardized multivariable strategy still missing
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Issues with splines (2)
Example by Rosenberg et al. 
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Issues with splines (3)
Example by Rosenberg et al. (cont.)

• Automatic identification of best fitting model (by
automatic smoothing parameter selection) sometimes
fails, i.e. can not be relyed on.
– Local minima in AIC/cross-validation curves

• May even happen with one variable/smoothing parameter
• With several variables one may even miss the global minimum

• Therefore careful interpretation by expert necessary
– Compare/present all the models corresponding to all the

(local) minima found. How to do with several variables? 
– Local features potentially influenced by noise in the data
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General issues for any function
fitting/selection procedure

• Robustness of functions
• Interpretability & stability should be features of a model.
• Validation (internal and external) needs more consideration
• Transportability and practical usefulness are important criteria

(Prognostic models: clinically useful or quickly forgotten? Wyatt & Altman 
1995)

• Resampling methods 
give important insight, but theoretically not well developed
should become integrated part of analysis
lead to more careful interpretation of results

Avoid over-complex models
MFP has advantages:

it is easy to understand
above difficulties less pronounced
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The transformation (1)
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The transformation (2)

• 0 < g(z, ε) < 1 for any z and ε
• g(z, ε) tends to asymptotes 0 and 1 as                 

z tends to ±∞
• g(z, ε) looks like a straight line centrally, 

smoothly truncated at the extremes
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The transformation (3)

ε = 0.01 is nearly linear in central region
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The transformation (4)

• FP functions (including transformations such as 
log) are sensitive to values of x near 0

• To avoid this effect, shift the origin of g(z, ε) to 
the right

• Simple linear transformation of g(z, ε) to the 
interval (δ, 1) does this

• Simulation studies support δ = 0.2
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Preliminary transformation:
effect on multivariable FP analysis

Apply preliminary transformation to all predictors in bodyfat data

Covariate Original data Transformed data 
 All data Case 39

omitted 
All data Case 39 

omitted
Height 1    
Abdomen 1 1 1 1 
Biceps 3, 3    
Wrist 1 1 1 1 
Weight  1 1 1 
Thigh  -2, -2 -2 -2 
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Comments and conclusions

• Issue of robustness affects FP and other models
• Standard analysis of influence may identify problematic 

points but does not tell you what to do
• Proposed preliminary transformation is effective in 

reducing leverage of extreme covariate values
– Lowers the chance that FP and other flexible models will contain

artefacts in curve shape
– Transformation looks complicated, but graph shows idea is 

really quite simple – like double truncation
• May be concerned about possible bias in fit at extreme 

values of X following transformation


